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THE FREAK!!!

COLORADO MENACE DEFENSIVE END DONOVAN HAYNES IS RUNNING CIRCLES AROUND OFFENIVE LINEMAN,
AND TERRORIZING QUARTERBACKS WITH A FRIGHTENING COMBINATION OF SPEED AND AGILITY!
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By Michael Parfitt
Colorado Flag Football Corner

This week we saw the intensity pick up. We started the day with Mile High Built beating the Denver Goats 6
to 0. With such prominent QB's you would have thought the score would be much higher. Of course when
there is a total of five interceptions between both QB's, that's what happens. The three INT"S and 31.8 QB
rating is a shocker from Derek Holliday but that could be attributed to the Goats missing lineman for the
second straight game. Holliday did drop a dime in the perfect position but the WR ended up dropping it. Jay
Wheeler was Holliday's top target with five receptions. For Jordan Webb, while talented he still is working on
figuring out the flag game. Ross Alisiani picked off Holliday twice and leads the league with three total
interceptions. Jordan Webb did connect with Austin Rohleder for the lone TD of the game. Up next for Mile
High Built will be CTS and that vaunted defense. For the Goats, they'll face off against Swift who seemed to
get their stuff together this week.
A surprising result to many was the zero points that CTS put up against Menace. Deuce Richardson didn't
look like himself which was part of the reason for the lack offense from CTS. Another part of the equation
was the two sacks and three flag pulls from this week's defensive player of the week Donovan "The Freak"
Haynes. Of course Styhl Driscoll couldn't let Haynes be the only one to get sacks on the day and Styhl picked
up two more himself. On offense for Menace, Korey Wacker once again shimmied and shook his way through
the game, that is until he got a little banged up. For CTS, I heard a little rumor that they will have a wellknown QB step in for Deuce until he returns. The status for Korey is unknown but if he can't go, then I'm sure
Jess Riley will step in. The battle of the unbeaten's will happen between Menace and the Bros first thing on
Sunday. That should be the game of the week.
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After the 28 to 7 win against the Oilers, The Bros vaulted up to #1 seed in the power rankings for the first
time ever. A huge reason for that was due to the eight sacks that the Bros D got on the day. Leading the way
was Koree Ross and his 3 sacks. On the offensive side of the ball Donell Wells speed was just way to much for
the Oilers. That speed earned Wells the Offensive player of the week award for a second week in a row. Only
throwing nine total passes was all Wells needed. Out of five completions three went for TDs. Two of those
TDs went to D'Rand Richardson who after one game is leading the league in yards with 148. For Trevor
Okamoto to truly have success, the Oilers need to get a little better O-line otherwise it will be a long season.
The Oilers will try to get their first win in the A league against Noco Bulls next week.
Team Swift is still trying to figure things out, even in a 19 to 7 win against Noco Bulls. In the first half Swift
had a tough time getting things going but turned it on in the second half to score 19 unanswered points. I
don't know if we are gonna see Artie Barcelo break any records this year but I'm all for him taking that as a
challenge. Greg Jackson did pick up two sacks on David Knighton of the Bulls. David Knighton threw a TD in
the first half but was picked off twice as well. From what I'm seeing, the records that might be broken could
all be on the defensive side of the ball. We really haven't seen any stupendous offensive outputs yet but I
don't doubt we will.
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The B league started off the day with Hall of Fame getting their second win against the Red Raiders. Being
without their QB, Hall of Fame ran with Marcus Crowder taking snaps. They stuck with a more option type of
offense but did throw a little less than last week. Even though H.O.F. has some hogs on the D-line, they had a
difficult time piling up the sacks as the Red Raiders QB is quite elusive. This game really turned up at the 6:30
mark as QB Curtis Martinez of the Red Raiders threw a late TD pass to Michael Bordeaux and completed the
extra point to Ricky Martinez that tied the game at 14. Marcus showed what he could do as he took control
with 3:30 left in the game. Crowder sprinted past mid-field for a crucial first down. After a scramble to the 27
yard line, Crowder threw a go ahead TD and picked up the extra point to make the score 21-14. The problem
was that score came at the 2 min mark. With the talent that Martinez possess at the QB spot, you can't count
the Red Raiders out. At the 1:32 mark, a 1st down and an impeding call ended up giving the Red Raiders a 30
yard gain. With just 46 seconds left, a big catch was made at the 22. Down to 1 second remaining, a final
heave to the end zone for a last second TD try, fell incomplete. The final score ended up H.O.F. 21- Red
Raiders 14. Hall of Fame will take their 2 and 0 record against the 1 and 1 FOE The Red Raiders will try to get
a notch in the win column next week, against Freestyle.
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FOE came into the day with a loss from week one but left the field with a win. Even though the score doesn't
really show it, FOE dominated this game. FOE's defense is for real and gave Sudden Impact fits all day. Sudden
Impact's starting QB could run the ball with efficiency but I heard a few "my fault" as passes sailed over
receivers heads. Eventually Sudden Impact made a change at QB but received very similar results as before. I
will say this, the QB that started the game put on a display at CB making play after play all game long. That
dude can ball. What helped FOE get some things going for their offense was a shorter passing game and very
solid production from their RB's. If FOE can continue to get into stride with their offense, they could be in the
hunt for their second PF3 B league championship. For Sudden Impact a match up against Lightning looks like it
will be a tall task.
In what I thought was going to be a close game, turned out to be more on the blow out side. I still feel the
Lightning's oyster offense is still very potent even though they only put up a total of 7 points. The first half was
a very close game as the Chiefs were up 12 to 7. The Chiefs defensive secondary was very solid but I wouldn't
give them 100% credit for the low score as there were a lot of miscues from the Lightning's offense. There
were quite a few drive killing dropped passes from the QB to the oyster QB's. One of those miscues resulted in
a safety. Braden Miltenberger was once again the catalyst for the Chiefs offense. It appeared as the Chiefs
figured some things out from week 1 as they put up 29 total points on the day. The Chiefs will take their 2 and
0 record against the 0 and 2 Merica team.
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The final game of the morning was between two rival teams. There had been some chatter online between
these two teams which always makes for an intriguing match. It also makes me, as the B league field manager,
watch teams like a hawk. In this game there was a bit of talking back and forth but nothing that I'd deem over
the line. I did feel like I was in a Geico commercial by always hearing "Mike, Mike, Mike, Mike, Mike" from
David Flores. Hey David, it isn't hump day, it's Sunday. I digress, Freestyle was moving the ball to start out the
game until a tipped ball off a WR's hands was picked off. From what I can remember/see, the captain of
Merica Jerome Martinez snatched the ball then did a little shake and bake, added in a twirl, then sprinted
down the field with a convoy of blockers escorting Martinez to the end zone. After that pick six, Freestyle
responded by putting up 26 unanswered points to make the final score 26 to 6. Freestyle showed a very well
balanced offense scoring from runs and passes. In the second half the D line for Freestyle really took over the
game, piling up sacks to keep Merica's offense at bay. Team Merica couldn't get a ton going on offense. The
main thing for Merica was their QB did a ton of running which it didn't take long for Freestyle to catch up on.
It should be interesting to see how Merica's match's up with the Chiefs next week goes as the Chiefs are a
fairly balanced offense too but with a more mobile QB than Freestyle. .
Unlike the morning division, the afternoon games were nothing but close games. Starting off with the
Colorado Matadors vs the Denver Alphas. This game got me a little giddy just watching it. Just before the start
of the game I was wondering if the Alpha's were even going to have enough players but they did just get
enough to begin the game with 9 guys. Of course leave it to Michael Coleman to show up in style as well as
late. Before I get into how the game went, let's start off with the final score 25 to 24. Now for how the game
got that way. To start out, the Matadors drove right down the field with a very solid running game that saw a
variety of players gaining chunks of yards that resulted in 6 points to get the scoring started. Not to be out
done, Dero Ard answered right back with scoring drive of his own. Alphas did get their extra point that made it
7 to 6. With the Matadors back on offense and Alphas defense thinking about the running game, Will Stebbins
savvy arm took advantage to put the Matador's back on top making it 12 to 7
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Now here I am thinking those three drives ate up some time and probably not enough time left for the Alphas
to answer back. Hahaha nope, wrong again. Just before half, Dero scrambled around buying enough time for
one of his WR's to get open 55 yards down field in the end zone. As the ball is in the air the Matadors realize
the one open WR standing all alone and they start to converge hoping to get their in time but to no avail. 13
to 12 at half. Out of half time, Dero put on his running shoes and trotted in for a 30 yard touchdown.
Increasing their lead 19 to 12. Time for a rebuttal from the Matadors and they only drove back down the field
where Will tossed a beautifully placed post corner pass that resulted in a 25 yard TD. The missed extra point
left the Matadors down by one. The defense of the Matadors followed in their offenses steps and stopped
Alphas on downs to give their offense a chance to gain the lead. The Matadors did just that when Will threw
a 10 yard pass into a tight fit to make the score 24 to 19. All of this happened before the 2 min warning. At
the 1:18 mark the game was on the line as Alphas had a 4th and 3 their own side of mid-field. Now if you're
the Alphas who do you turn to? Dero Ard and that speed. Dero turned and burned 20 yards to the Matadors
18 yard line. That set up the go ahead TD pass that made the score 25 to 24. After the score the Matadors
took control with only 42 seconds left. Now I've seen them make a come back in that time, heck they did it
last week. Will Stebbins got the snap, rolled to his left a bit and launched a good 40 yard pass to hopefully put
the Mats in a better position to score. Unfortunately for the Matadors, their come back fell short as Alphas
were in good position and picked the ball off to end the game. Two great games to watch in a row from the
Matadors but with two different results. Next weeks competition doesn't get any easier for either one of
these teams. The Matadors will face the Mile High Intruders? Will I be graced with another great game from
both those teams? For the Denver Alphas they will see what's up with the beef that SWAT brings to the table.
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Even though SWAT is known as a running team, their first TD came from a fly route that Matthew Marsh
connected on. Kryptonite revealed a new QB this week and his name is Pat Yanda. So of course not to be out
done Yanda had a pass that turned into a 50 yard touchdown. With the extra point the score was 7 to 6
Kryptonite. After an interception, Kryptonite drove to extend their lead 13 to 6. SWAT was in position to score
before half but got stopped just shy of the goal line. Out of half time SWAT got it together and capped off their
drive with a Marsh running TD. The extra point was hauled in by Andrew Salas. After a stop by SWAT's defense,
they punched it in to take the lead. A lead that didn't last long as Pat Yanda tossed a 60 yard TD that made it 20
all. After what was thought as a bit of a dirty hit on Marsh out of bounds and showing clear signs of pain, Marsh
connected with DaJuan Thomas to make it 27 to 20. Kryptonite had one last chance to tie the game up but fell
just short as an interception ended their attempt for win #1. Kryptonite is looking to get that win #1 against the
Assassins, which is the battle of the grizzly old vets at QB.
With so much talk surrounding the game of the week, it didn't disappoint. The Colorado Huskers vs Mile High
Intruders game was a show of, in my opinion, the two best defenses in the B league. The score was zeros up for
most of the game. Both defenses came away with picks that tried to help get their offense in position to score.
The scoring opened up when Mario Robinson tossed the ball to an open receiver for the TD. Drops from
receivers didn't help the Huskers much but they did eventually get things going and scored 18 unanswered
points to get the win. Those 18 points didn't come until late in the game. After watching this game I believe the
Intruders will be pushing for a top seed in the playoffs. I could see a potential rematch in the playoffs from
these two. For the Huskers, whose roster is filled with almost nothing but A league players, need to work on
the cohesion from the offensive side of the ball. The 18 points could be a sign they are starting to get things
clicking and with an "easier" match up against the Mustangs next, I can see the Huskers putting up some big
numbers. The Intruders match up against the Matadors will be against a slightly easier but still tough defense
to go against.
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In what I was thinking was going to be a blow out win for my Assassins, turned out to be a pretty close game. I
will say I did help Celestino Archuleta recruit a few guys so that we didn't have to face just seven guys. That
turned to bite me in the butt as Celestino was able to lure one of the Assassins to transfer to the Mustangs. The
new QB for the Mustangs isn't a scramble to run QB but more of a scramble and keep his eyes down field to
throw QB. That is a different type of QB than what the Mustangs usually put out on the field. Scoring was in
fact opened up by the Mustangs on their first drive. The Assassins were able to get on the score board after a
forced safety. Eventually Dave Maestas got into rhythm and connected for two more TD's. The last TD wasn't
needed as the Assassins could have ran out the clock but why not try to work on things when you have the
opportunity. Till next week, stay safe and I look forward to seeing more good football.
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POWE R RA N KI NGS
POWERED BY: L&R PALLET / ENVIROCYCLE
Rank
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Team
The Bros 4 First Place Votes
Colorado Menace 1 First Place Votes
CTS
Team Swift
NoCo Bulls
Mile High Built
Denver Goats
Colorado Huskers
Oilers
Denver Chiefs
SWAT
Mile High Intruders
HOF – Hall of Fame
Denver Lightning
Colorado Matadors
Kryptonite
FOE – Family Over Everything
Denver Alphas

Freestyle
Sudden Impact
Assassins
Red Raiders
Merica
Mustangs
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Trend
+2
+2
-2
+3
-3
-1
-1
+1
-1
+2
-1
3
-3
-1
-2
2
3
-1
-3
-2
-
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Colorado Flag Football Corner Spotlight Player
Player: Joe Gallegos
Position: Defensive Line
Height: 5’10
Weight: 230
3yrs on FOE
Strength - 9
Intangibles - 8.5
Flag pulling - 7
Knowledge - 7
Covering - 5
Throwing - 3
Catching- 4
Blocking - 7
Speed - 6.5
Route Running - 3

For updates on all the Colorado Flag Football Leagues go to the
Colorado Flag Football Corner Facebook page and “Like” it!

www.facebook.com/Coloradoflagfootball
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REMINDERS: It is on the team captains to make sure their players know the rules and follow them.
Their is absolutely NO FIGHTING. Doing so will result in suspensions. The rules are there for a reason. If
fights happen then we could be kicked off the Manual High School Fields or Infinity Park. Speaking of
which, after each game the sidelines will be checked to make sure the trash has been cleaned up. Fines
will be implemented to teams that leave their sidelines trashed. So teams please clean up after
yourselves and your fans. Lets have good sportsmanship and have a good competitive season.
The “NEW” PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found our website
www.premierflagfootball.com. Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.

FIELD REMINDER FOR ALL PLAYERS, CAPTAINS, AND PLAYERS!
A COMP GAMES @ MANUAL HS – DENVER CO
B COMP GAMES ARE @ INFINITY PARK – GLENDALE CO

CO LO RA DO F LAG FOOT BA L L CO R N E R - F EA R L ESS L I N E S
Favorite
The Bros
Team Swift
NoCo Bulls
CTS

Favorite
Denver Lightning
FOE
Freestyle
Denver Chiefs
Kryptonite
SWAT
Colorado Huskers
Mile High Intruders

A COMP
Line
-3
-6
-2
-2
B COMP
Line
-9
-1
-5
-11
-1
-6
-14
-3

Underdog
Colorado Menace
Denver Goats
Oilers
Mile High Built

Underdog
Sudden Impact
Hall of Fame
Red Raiders
Merica
Colorado Assassins
Denver Alphas
Mustangs
Colorado Matadors
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1. Georgia United (GA) – Verbally Committed!
2. Sikwidit (NV) – Verbally Committed!
3. CTS (CO) – Verbally Committed!
4. Denver Goats (CO) – DEP PAID – SPOT LOCKED
5. AZ Union (AZ) – Verbally Committed!
6. Seattle Baddogs (WA) - Verbally Committed!
7. Misfits (UT) - Verbally Committed!
8. Denver Elite (CO) - Verbally Committed!
9. Oilers (CO) - Verbally Committed!
10. NoCo Bulls (CO) - Verbally Committed!
11. DNA - Verbally Committed!
12. Team Swift (CO) - Verbally Committed!
13. Denver Alphas (CO) - Verbally Committed!
14. Denver Chiefs (CO) - Verbally Committed!
15. Colorado Matadors (CO) - Verbally Committed!
16. Kryptonite (CO) - Verbally Committed!

17. Colorado Huskers (CO) – Verbally Committed!
18. Cali Coalition (CA) - Verbally Committed!
19. Denver Rockers (CO) – Verbally Committed!
20. DaBears (UT) - Verbally Committed!
21. Colorado Menace (CO) - Verbally Committed!
22. Colorado Springs VIP (CO) - Interested
23. Long Beach All-Stars (CO) - Interested
24. Goodfellas (OH) - Interested
25. Long Beach All-Stars (CO) - Interested
26. CV Demons (CA) - Interested
27. Spokane Outlaws (WA) - Interested
28. Unleashed (CA) - Interested
29. Grizzly City - Fresno (CA) - Interested
30. –
31. –
32. –
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